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Abstract: Recent lightweight hardware-based stream cipher designs keep an external non-volatile internal
state that is not part of the cipher’s hardware module. The purpose of these so-called small-state ciphers is to
keep the size of the hardware and the power consumption low. We propose a random oracle model for stream
ciphers. This will allow us to analyse the recent small-state stream cipher designs’ resistance against generic
attacks and, in particular, time-memory-data tradeoff attacks. We analyse the conventional construction
underlying stream ciphers like Grain and Trivium, constructions continuously using the external non-volatile
secret key during keystream generation like Sprout, Plantlet, Fruit, and Atom, constructions continuously
using the external non-volatile IV, and constructions using a combination of the IV and the key like DRACO. We
show the tightness of all bounds by first presenting the time-memory-data tradeoff attacks on the respective
constructions, establishing the upper bound on security, and then presenting the proof of security to establish
the lower bound on security. In this work, we extend the theoretical work done by Hamann et al. who
introduced the DRACO stream cipher at FSE 2023. We use the same random oracle model as the aforemen-
tioned work and apply it to the earlier work by Hamann et al. presented at SAC 2019, which showed security
for two of the four constructions we consider in this work. Our model is equivalent but allows for a much
simpler proof of security. Furthermore, we provide a proof of security for stream ciphers continuously using
the secret key during keystream generation, giving upper and lower bounds for all four generic stream cipher
constructions proposed so far.

Keywords: symmetric-key cryptography, lightweight cryptography, stream ciphers, provable security, TMDTO
attacks
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1 Introduction

The symmetric encryption of a plaintext is usually performed using block ciphers or stream ciphers. The most
commonly used block cipher, AES, operates on blocks of 128 bits in size. The inputs to a block cipher are a
plaintext block and a secret key that has been communicated between the legitimate parties using a key
exchange protocol. If the plaintext consists of more than one block, a mode of operation defines how to
repeatedly apply the block cipher to the plaintext.

Stream ciphers, on the other hand, generate a stream of key bits from a secret key and a public variable
called the initial value, initialization vector, or just nonce. This pseudorandom keystream is then combined,
usually via the bitwise exclusive-or operation, with the plaintext to produce the ciphertext.

Counter-based stream cipher designs produce a block of keystream from a counter value. As an example,
one may use the counter mode of operation for block ciphers to encrypt the counter and use the block cipher’s
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output as a keystream block, increment the counter, and repeat the process. Stateful stream ciphers, on the
other hand, maintain an internal state from which the key bits are generated. That internal state is updated
before the next key bits are output.

Hardware-based stream ciphers are typically based on feedback shift registers (FSRs) that maintain and
update an internal state [1–6]. In this work, we are not concerned with FSRs themselves and refer the
interested reader to [7,8]. One objective in designing secure hardware-based stream ciphers is to create an
efficient design. In particular, it is important to keep the register size small and have a low power demand.

The goal of an adversary is to recover some unknown plaintext bits. For stream ciphers, this is often done
by recovering an internal state, as the internal state ultimately determines the keystream. A known internal
state allows one to generate further key bits and thus decrypt ciphertext and recover plaintext. A different
adversarial goal is to distinguish the cipher from a truly random bitstream. Proofs of security often show that
an adversary cannot distinguish a cipher’s output from random, as indistinguishability implies resistance
against recovery of plaintext bits.

Stream ciphers are vulnerable to an attack type called time-memory-data tradeoff (TMDTO) attacks,
introduced by Babbage [9] and Golić [10]. These attacks exploit the birthday paradox to recover an internal
state in time ℓ ∕2 2s , where ℓs denotes the internal state length. The TMDTO attacks introduced by Babbage and
Golić are generic, meaning they need not exploit any internals of the cipher. Thus, any stream cipher design
must have an internal state length of at least twice the desired security level.

Conventional designs keep the entire internal state within the cipher’s hardware module. We refer to these as
ciphers with a large state and small key (LSSK). Examples of this are the eSTREAM hardware portfolio members
Trivium [2] and Grain [1]. More recent designs reduce the register size within the cipher’s hardware module by
accessing an externally available resource that will not be updated during internal state updates. This externally
available resource may be the secret key, the IV, or a combination of both stored in EEPROM. We therefore make
the distinction between a volatile and a non-volatile internal state. We also note that the non-volatile state may also
be kept inside the cipher’s hardware module. This will obviously not decrease the register size within the cipher’s
hardware module but may decrease the power consumption as those register bits need not be updated.

Sprout [5], Plantlet [6], Fruit [3], and Atom [4] are stream ciphers that continuously use the non-volatile
secret key during keystream generation. We refer to these as CKEY. The work [11] describes a distinguishing
attack on ciphers using the non-volatile secret key during state updates, which has a complexity of ℓ ∕2 2v , where
ℓv denotes the size of the volatile internal state only. The relevance of this distinguishing attack in practice may
be debated, as no internal state recovery or key recovery attack is known. Instead of using the secret key as a
non-volatile external resource, one may use the IV [12], a construction we call CIV. These ciphers use an
additional parameter ℓp called the packet length, which specifies how many keystream bits may be generated
per key-IV pair. It has been shown that these ciphers achieve a security level of ℓ (ℓ )− logv p bits, i.e., any
successful generic attack has a complexity of at least ℓℓ ∕2 p

v [13]. The DRACO stream cipher [14] uses the non-
volatile IV with a key prefix of length at least (ℓ )log p to compensate for the factor ℓ

−
p

1. DRACO achieves a
security level against generic attacks of ℓv bits, i.e., any successful generic attack has a complexity of at least ℓ2 v.
These cipher constructions are referred to as CIVK.

In this work, we propose a random oracle model (ROM) for stream ciphers. A ROM identifies building
blocks within a cryptographic algorithm and replaces those with idealized, i.e., random, primitives. An adver-
sary will get oracle access to these building blocks as well as the construction function in either of two worlds.
In the real world, the construction function makes use of the underlying idealized building blocks. In the ideal
world, the construction function is an idealized version of the cryptographic algorithm under consideration. In
the case of stream ciphers, the idealized version would output a perfectly random keystream as opposed to a
pseudorandom one. The adversary’s task is to distinguish these two worlds. We will present upper bounds on
the adversary’s success probability for all the stream cipher constructions that have been proposed so far.

Similar work was done for block ciphers initiated by Even and Mansour [15]. The Even–Mansour con-
struction and its iterated variant can be seen as an abstraction of block ciphers, and in particular, of AES. The
round function of the respective block cipher is replaced by an ideal variant, namely, a random permutation.
Before every round and after the last round, the secret round key is added. A computationally unbounded, i.e.,
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information-theoretic, distinguisher may then query the construction and the underlying permutations. The
distinguisher then has to decide whether it was interacting with the Even-Mansour construction or a truly

random permutation. In this model, for r rounds, a lower bound of security of ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

+Θ 2
rn

r 1 has been shown [16],

where n denotes the block length. There is a huge body of work done on the iterated Even-Mansour cipher and
its iterated variant [15–21].

The model is a strong one, as the internals of a cryptographic algorithm are clearly not random. Therefore,
proofs in this model will not imply the absence of attacks against a concrete scheme but rather show that the
interaction of these building blocks is secure. This is particularly interesting for stream ciphers, as TMDTO
attacks are generic and need not exploit the internals of the stream cipher. While these proofs do not prove
any concrete scheme to be secure, they still provide a solid foundation to base a stream cipher on, as opposed
to ad-hoc designs without such proofs. From a different perspective, these types of proofs show that any
successful attack must exploit the internals of the respective construction. Hence, a generic TMDTO attack
cannot have a complexity lower than the bounds we provide in this work. We discuss why proofs in the ROM
are valid more thoroughly in Section 1.2.

Hamann et al. [14] present a ROM and proof of security for stream ciphers continuously using the IV and a
prefix of the secret key. The present work extends [14] and applies the model to the constructions considered in
ref. [13], i.e., the conventional construction and stream ciphers continuously using the IV, as well as to stream
ciphers continuously using the secret key, for which, to the best of our knowledge, a proof of security has not
yet been presented. We use an equivalent model to that of ref. [13] and, by making use of the H-coefficients
technique [22], our proofs of security are significantly simpler than those presented in ref. [13].

1.1 Distinguishing attacks

A distinguisher is an adversary, more generally an algorithm, that is given access to an oracle and outputs a
decision bit. It is allowed to ask the oracle for encryptions and possibly decryptions of some chosen messages.
The decision bit corresponds to a challenge to be solved by the distinguisher. In the IND-CPA and IND-CCA
games, a probabilistic polynomial-time distinguisher submits two plaintexts m1 and m2 to the oracle and
receives the encryption c of either m1 or m2. Its task is then to decide whether c corresponds to m1 or m2.
Before and after receiving c, the adversary may query the oracle an arbitrary number of times.

A different approach is that of indistinguishability from random. The goal is to design a cryptographic algo-
rithmwith outputs that are indistinguishable from random noise. In this case, the distinguisher gets access to one of
two oracles �real or � ideal and has to decide which oracle it is interacting with. �real corresponds to the crypto-
graphic algorithm to be analysed, and � ideal an ideal counterpart. In the case of a block cipher, the ideal counter-
part would be a random permutation. In the case of a stream cipher, the ideal counterpart would be a random
bitstream. The distinguishing advantage of a distinguisher � with access to �real or � ideal is measured by:

� � � ��
� �( ) ∣ [ ] [ ]∣= ⇒ − ⇒Δ , Pr 1 Pr 1 .real ideal

real ideal

Typically, an information-theoretic distinguisher is considered, i.e., its computational resources are unbounded
and the onlymeasure of complexity is the number of queries to the respective oracle. In our work, we will derive
an upper bound on the distinguishing advantage and thus a lower bound on the stream cipher’s security. This
will show that the stream cipher cannot be distinguished from a truly random bitstreamwith a complexity lower
than the bounds given. The security against distinguishing attacks also implies the hardness of internal state
recovery attacks and key recovery attacks.

1.2 Random oracle model

Proofs in the ROM were made popular by the work Random Oracles are Practical by Bellare and Rogaway [23].
The idea behind the ROM is to identify primitives, e.g., the round function in AES as a pseudorandom
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permutation or hash functions in cryptographic protocols as pseudorandom functions, in a cryptosystem and
replace these primitives with an idealized version, i.e., a random permutation or a random function. All
parties, good and bad alike, get access to the idealized primitives through an oracle. The oracle will receive
a query to that primitive, sample an answer uniformly at random, and return the answer.

The cryptosystem is then proved to be secure in this model. Finally, when instantiating the cryptosystem,
the random oracles are replaced with real-life primitives. In practice, instantiations of the cryptosystem’s
primitives are significantly simpler than their random counterparts. Bellare and Rogaway “stress that the
proof is in the ROM and the last step is heuristic in nature” [23].

The soundness of the ROM has been debated. A work by Canetti et al. [24] shows that it is possible to design
cryptosystems that are secure in the ROM but for which no secure instantiation exists. Yet, Canetti et al. [24]
also note that:

[The random oracle model] may be useful as a test-bed (or as a sanity check).

After all, a security proof in the Random Oracle Model eliminates a broad class of potential attacks (i.e., the ones that would
work also in the Random Oracle Model), and in many cases it seems that attacks of this type are usually the ones that are easier
to find.

For now, however, I view the random oracle methodology as a very useful “engineering tool” for devising schemes. As a
practical matter, I would much rather see today’s standards built around schemes that are proven secure in the Random
Oracle Model, than around schemes for which no such proofs exist. If nothing else, it makes finding attacks on such schemes a
whole lot harder.

Therefore, we see proofs in the ROM as a useful groundwork and a solid foundation to base stream cipher
designs upon.

1.3 Our contribution

We propose a ROM for the four stream cipher designs mentioned earlier. We then derive an upper bound on a
distinguisher’s advantage and a lower bound on the security of the scheme, and thus show the absence of
generic attacks with lower complexity than the given bounds. In particular, we confirm the lower bound of
half the internal state of conventional stream cipher designs and increased security for the enhanced state
stream cipher that incorporates the initial value during keystream generation. We note that designs continu-
ously using the secret key during keystream generation offer no benefit over the conventional design with
regard to security against distinguishing attacks. Furthermore, we present matching TMDTO attacks on each of
the constructions presented in this work, thus showing that the presented bounds are tight.

This work enhances the previous works [13,14]. Hamann et al. [13] provide lower bounds for LSSK and CIV.
In their model, the adversary receives a block of keystream per query. This is similar to TMDTO attacks, where
one typically searches for collisions between keystream blocks. This makes the analysis more cumbersome, as
one has to consider overlapping blocks. In our model, the adversary receives individual bits per query, which
more closely models the stream of bits. Both models are equivalent. Furthermore, we utilize the H-coefficients
technique [22], which allows us to significantly simplify the proof of security for LSSK and CIV.

We show the same bound for CIVK as [14], yet we distinguish the key length ℓk and the volatile state length
ℓv, whereas in ref. [14], it is assumed that ℓ ℓ=k v. Furthermore, we present a proof of security for CKEY.

We focus on the theoretical foundations of an enhanced state and do not argue about the hardware
implications. In particular, we consider this work to be an extension of the theoretical part of ref. [14]. One
interesting aspect to note is that the enhanced state stream ciphers show that not all bits of the internal state
need to be updated. Our proofs consider the state to be split into a non-volatile and a volatile part. There is no
requirement, however, that the non-volatile internal state may not be kept inside the hardware module. In
fact, DRACO [14] considers a variant where the IV and the key prefix are also kept in the hardware module and
shows a reduction of power consumption by 34% compared to Grain-128a [25].
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1.4 Structure of this work

In Section 2, we give an overview of stateful stream ciphers and present the enhanced state stream ciphers. In
Section 3, we present the known TMDTO attacks on the four constructions. In Section 4, we present the random
oracle model and the proof technique. Sections 5–9 present the proofs of security. Section 10 concludes this
article.

2 Enhanced state stream ciphers

Stream ciphers are inspired by the one-time-pad encryption scheme. The one-time-pad uses a secret stream of
bits drawn uniformly at random that is added, usually via the exclusive-or operation, to the plaintext message.
This also implies that the secret keystream must have at least the length of the plaintext message to be sent,
making the key exchange rather cumbersome. Further complicating matters, the keystream must not be used
more than once.

Stream ciphers generate a pseudorandom keystream from a small seed, typically a combination of a small
key and an initial value (also called initialization vector or nonce). The pseudorandom keystream is then
added to the plaintext to produce the ciphertext. The small key is communicated between the legitimate
parties via a key exchange protocol. The initial value need not be kept secret and is typically publicly known,
but it must not be repeated, as this would lead to identical keystreams.

2.1 Counter-based and stateful designs

One typically distinguishes two types of stream ciphers: counter based and stateful designs. The block cipher
mode of operation counter mode (CTR) is an example of a counter-based stream cipher design. A counter is
encrypted using a block cipher to produce a block of keystream. The counter is then incremented and
encrypted to produce the next block of keystream, and so on.

Stateful stream cipher designs maintain an internal state that is updated throughout keystream genera-
tion. The output feedback mode (OFB) and cipher feedback mode (CFB) may be viewed as such designs, as the
keystream (OFB) or ciphertext (CFB) is used as an internal state “updated” by a block cipher encryption.

2.2 Hardware-oriented designs

Hardware-oriented stream cipher designs typically employ FSRs. In each update, the FSRs shift their content
by one bit (possibly more), where the bit leaving the register is returned as output, and the empty position is
filled using the feedback function that computes the new bit depending on the current register contents.

There are linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) and nonlinear feedback shift registers (NFSRs). The
difference lies in whether the feedback function is linear. For LFSRs, there are efficient means to determine
whether a feedback function produces a maximal period LFSR. However, it is not known how to do this for
NFSRs. The advantage of NFSRs, however, is that they are cryptographically stronger due to their nonlinearity.
For small NFSRs, one can empirically verify the period, and by combining several of them, a sufficient state
size can be attained. To further strengthen a stream cipher design, instead of just outputting the leaving bit, the
output bit and the content of an FSR are typically processed by a filter or output function that produces the
keystream bits.
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2.3 Abstracting a stream cipher

In this work, we will focus on stream ciphers based on FSRs and provide an abstraction to analyse their
security against generic attacks, in particular TMDTO attacks. Furthermore, contemporary stream cipher
designs split their internal state into a volatile part and a non-volatile part that may or may not be held in
the cipher’s hardware module [3–6,14]. We identify the following parts that make up an FSR-based stream
cipher:
– Internal state: A stream cipher maintains an internal state that may be divided into a volatile part and a

non-volatile part.
– Loading function: The secret key, the IV, and possibly some constants are loaded into the registers (respec-

tively, internal state) before any keystream is generated. We will typically ignore loading and start with the
loading state.

– Initialization: An initialization function computes the initial state, i.e., the state from which the first bit is
output, from the loading state. This is also referred to as mixing.

– State update: An update function updates one internal state to the next internal state.
– Output: An output function computes an output bit from an internal state.

Later, in our random oracle model, initialization and output will be replaced with ideal counterparts.

2.4 Description of the ciphers

We denote by �nv the non-volatile internal state space and by �v the volatile internal state space. We denote
an internal state by ⟨ ∣ ⟩a b , where the left side �∈a nv denotes the non-volatile internal state and the right side

�∈b v denotes the volatile internal state. We chose this notation to make it easier to distinguish internal states
from arbitrary tuples. Also, if, for example, the non-volatile state a consists of two parts a1 and a2, we will
denote this state by ⟨ ∣ ⟩a a b,1 2 . We hide constants in the notation of the internal states as they are mostly
irrelevant to the analysis. In particular, they will only increase the state size and thus, in our model, not
negatively affect security. The key space is denoted by� and the IV space is denoted by�� . The lengths of the
non-volatile internal state space, the volatile internal state space, the secret key, and the IV are denoted by ℓnv,
ℓv, ℓk, and ℓIV respectively. The following description will define the keystream generation for the four
constructions.
– Packet length: LSSK and CKEY do not define a packet length. CIV and CIVK, on the other hand, define a

packet length ℓp as an additional parameter that limits the number of output bits per key-IV pair. For each
key-IV pair � ��( ) ∈ ×k x, , CIV and CIVK can output up to ℓp keystream bits, after which a new IV must be
exchanged. For simplicity, we define the packet length for LSSK and CKEY to be the total number of
keystream bits that can be generated from a key-IV pair, i.e., ℓ ℓ= 2p

s.
– Enhanced state: Conventional stream cipher designs according to LSSK only use a volatile internal state, i.e.,

the entire internal state is contained in the cipher’s hardware module. For CKEY, CIV, and CIVK, the internal
state is divided into a volatile part that is updated during state updates and a non-volatile part that is not
updated during state updates. The non-volatile state of the enhanced state ciphers is composed as follows:

(ℓ )

-
-

-

k

x

k

CKEY

CIV

CIVK

: The non volatile internal state consists of the secret key only .

: The non volatile internal state consists of the initial value only .

: Same as CIV, but the non volatile internal state further contains

a key prefix of length at least log .
pre

p

– Loading function: The loading function load takes a key-IV pair � ��( ) ∈ ×k x, as input and loads it into
the registers to produce the loading state. We will omit the loading process for the most part of our analysis
and start the keystream generation process with the loading state, but including it in our notation is useful.
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CKEY

CIV

CIVK

: load : , , , ,

: load : , , ,

: load : , , ,

: load : , , , .

v

nv v

nv v

nv v
pre

– Mixing function: The loading state is used as input to the mixing function p. Its task is to provide the initial
state with enough confusion and diffusion for further operation and corresponds to clocking the cipher
without producing output bits.

� �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

∣ ⟩ ∣ ⟩

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩

→ ↦
× → × ↦

× → × ↦
× → × ↦

p x k y

p k x k y

p x k x y

p x k k x k y

LSSK

CKEY

CIV

CIVK

: : , , ,

: : , ,

: : , ,

: : , , , .

v v

nv v nv v

nv v nv v

nv v nv v
pre pre

– State update: The state update function π updates a (volatile) internal state to the next (volatile) internal
state.

� �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

∣ ⟩ ∣ ⟩

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩

→ ↦ ′
× → × ↦ ′

× → × ↦ ′
× → × ↦ ′

π y y

π k y k y

π x y x y

π x k y x k y

LSSK

CKEY

CIV

CIVK

: : , ,

: : , ,

: : , ,

: : , , , .

v v

nv v nv v

nv v nv v

nv v nv v
pre pre

r successive invocations of the state update function π on an internal state ⟨ ∣ ⟩a b are denoted by (⟨ ∣ ⟩)π a b
r ,

e.g., for three successive invocations we write:

(⟨ ∣ ⟩) ( ( (⟨ ∣ ⟩)))=π a b π π π a b .3

It is needed that the period of the state update function π is larger than or equal to ℓp for the entire internal
state space. This means that for any internal state ⟨ ∣ ⟩a b , the set ⟨ ∣ ⟩ (⟨ ∣ ⟩) (⟨ ∣ ⟩)ℓ{ }−

a b π a b π a b, , …,1 1p con-
tains ℓp distinct elements.

– Output function: The output function f maps an internal state ⟨ ∣ ⟩a b to an output bit { }∈z 0, 1 .

�

� �

� �

� �

{ } ∣ ⟩

{ } ⟨ ∣ ⟩

{ } ⟨ ∣ ⟩

{ } ⟨ ∣ ⟩

→ ↦
× → ↦

× → ↦
× → ↦

f y z

f k y z

f x y z

f x k y z

LSSK

CKEY

CIV

CIVK

: : 0, 1 , ,

: : 0, 1 , ,

: : 0, 1 , ,

: : 0, 1 , , .

v

nv v

nv v

nv v
pre

– Keystream generation: Let ( )k x, be an arbitrary key-IV pair. By using the functions defined earlier, we can
define the construction function e that corresponds to the keystream generation using the aforementioned
constructions:

� �� { ℓ } { } ( ) ( ( ( ( ))))× × − → ↦e k x r f π p k x: 0, …, 1 0, 1 , , , load , .r

p

We consider individual output bits, and e outputs the rth keystream bit. The entire keystream packet of
length ℓp for a key-IV pair ( )k x, looks as follows:

( ) ∣∣ ( ) ∣∣ ∣∣ ( ℓ )⋯ −e k x e k x e k x, , 0 , , 1 , , 1 .p

Note that ℓ ℓ= 2p
s for LSSK and CKEY.

2.5 Discussion of the packet length

The eSTREAM hardware portfolio’s three ciphers are all designed to handle potentially very large keystream
sequences per key-IV pair. Grain v1 [1], MICKEY 2.0 [26], and Trivium [2] all use 80-bit keys, and they have
different IV lengths of 64 bits, up to 80 bits, and 80 bits, respectively. The authors of Grain v1 do not give an
explicit limit on the number of keystream bits that should be generated for each key-IV pair. MICKEY 2.0 limits
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the amount of keystream bits to 240 per key-IV pair, and Trivium has a limit of 264 keystream bits per key-IV
pair. Much smaller packet sizes are used by transmission standards like A5/1, Bluetooth, TLS, and IEEE 802.11
for wireless local area networks.
– Per key-IV pair, A5/1 can only generate 228 keystream bits. The session key is 64 bits long, and the IV

corresponds to 22 bits of the publicly known frame number.
– For the so-called basic rate, Bluetooth packets can only include a maximum of 2790 bits. The Bluetooth

cipher E0 takes a 128-bit session key and uses 26 bits of the master’s clock as the packet-specific IV. The
master’s clock is assumed to be publicly known.

– Wireless LAN communication is standardized in the IEEE 802.11 technical standards. At most 11454 bytes
(i.e.,<217 bits) are encrypted under the same key-IV pair using CCMP as specified by the currently active IEEE
802.11-2020 standard [27].

– Because SSL/TLS is the foundation of HTTPS, it is crucial for protecting the World Wide Web. In the most recent
version, TLS 1.3 [28], the maximum amount of data encrypted under the same key-IV pair is +2 214 8 bytes (i.e.,

+ <2 2 217 11 18 bits), as long as RC4, which is now forbidden for all TLS versions by RFC 7465 [29], is not used.

We view the packet length as a valid additional parameter in stream cipher design since all of the popular
transmission standards mentioned earlier impose a limit on the number of keystream bits generated per key-
IV pair. We also want to emphasize that, once the ℓp keystream bit limit is reached, only the IV needs to be
changed. Rekeying is not necessary. As we argue in the following subsection, a full ℓ2 k bits can be generated per
key if the IV length and the packet length are properly selected.

2.6 Discussion of the state lengths

It is up to the designer of the corresponding cipher to specify the lengths of the volatile and non-volatile. The
proofs of the four constructions will show how the lengths affect the security. However, we would like to
provide a brief discussion in this subsection.

As the attack by Babbage [9] and Golić [10] is still applicable without modification, the combined total state
length ℓ ℓ ℓ= +s nv v must still be twice as large as the desired security level.

It is important to maintain a balance between the IV length ℓIV and the packet length ℓp such that
ℓℓ ℓ⋅ ≥2 2p

IV k. If this condition is not met, the codebook would be smaller than ℓ2 k, which would allow for a
trivial attack with a lower complexity than exhaustive search.

Usually, the size of the key prefix, k
pre, is chosen to be at least (ℓ )log p . This compensates for the factor

(ℓ )log p in the bound of CIV, as a guess of the key prefix is correct with a probability of ℓ
−
p

1. Minor modifications
to the key prefix’s size will not significantly impact the security level.

Constants that may be added for a variety of reasons will not be taken into account in our notation or
analysis. They will not have a negative effect on the security level in our analysis because they will only
increase the size of the state. In our proofs, we will also distinguish the key length ℓk and the IV length ℓIV from
the state lengths ℓs, ℓv, and ℓnv. The difference between them may only be due to constants.

2.7 Security requirements

Throughout this work, we consider indistinguishability from a random bitstream as our goal. This implies the
hardness of state recovery and key recovery.

If the adversary has acquired an internal state, it allows them to generate further keystream bits and
distinguish these bits from randomly generated bits. If the key is known, the adversary can use the initializa-
tion and state updates to acquire any internal state and thus obtain any keystream bits.

Stream ciphers like Trivium [2] have an efficiently invertible initialization algorithm. In the case of
internal state recovery, this allows for the recovery of the secret session key.
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3 TMDTO attacks

Stream ciphers are vulnerable to a type of attack called TMDTO attacks, as described by Babbage [9] and Golić
[10]. TMDTO attacks consider three cost dimensions: time T , memory M , and data D. Data D refers to the
amount of data, usually observed keystream, that the adversary has obtained. Memory M measures the
memory consumption of the attack, and time T measures the required computation time. Often, time T is
divided into an online phase with Ton and an offline phase Toff . The offline phase is also known as precomputa-
tion and involves computing some auxiliary data structures before carrying out the actual attack in the online
phase. TMDTO attacks typically specify a relation between the cost dimensions that allows for a successful
attack. In other words, an adversary may spend more on one resource and, in return, less on another. Hence,
these attacks are referred to as tradeoff attacks.

The TMDTO attacks by Babbage and Golić are generic in the sense that they do not need to exploit the
internal structure of the stream cipher. In these attacks, an adversary generatesT keystream prefixes of length
ℓs from randomly chosen internal states and observes D keystream blocks of length ℓs. A collision between
these two is highly likely if ℓ⋅ =T D 2 s, and it is often caused by a collision of the underlying internal states. This
collision allows for the recovery of the internal state used to generate the keystream. The relation ℓ⋅ =T D 2 s

has its optimal point at ℓ= = ∕
T D 2 2s , i.e., the birthday bound, named after the birthday paradox.

An attack with a tradeoff ℓ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅
T M D 22 2 2 s and ℓ= ∕T D2off

s was developed by Biryukov and Shamir [30].
They combined the attacks of Babbage and Golić with Hellman’s attack on block ciphers [31]. The GSM cipher
A5/1 was targeted by an attack from Biryukov, Shamir, and Wagner using a method known as BSW-sampling
[32], which Biryukov and Shamir [30] also discuss. The tradeoff curve ℓ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅

T M D 22 2 2 s and the relation
ℓ= ∕T D2off

s remain the same, even though BSW-sampling allows for the relaxation of the restriction ≥T D
2

in the aforementioned attack. Therefore, even the use of BSW-sampling does not result in an attack with
overall complexity lower than ℓ ∕2 2s , considering precomputation as part of the overall attack complexity. In
addition, because BSW-sampling is highly cipher-specific (see ref. [30] for further details), the corresponding
TMDTO attacks are not entirely generic.

Instead of sampling from the space of internal states, Hong and Sarkar [33] consider the TMDTO case of
sampling pairs of keys and IVs. The overall complexity of this approach (including precomputation) in a single-
key scenario, as analysed by us, is at least as high as that of an exhaustive key search. A lower overall
complexity can only be achieved in scenarios with multiple keys, where the attacker’s objective is to discover
one of these keys. Therefore, neither the results of [30] nor [33] conflict with our security bounds.

In conventional stream ciphers, a recovered internal state allows for the generation of further keystream
bits and thus the decryption of additional ciphertext. Furthermore, the state update, respectively the mixing
function, is often bijective. From a recovered internal state, this allows for the recovery of the loading state and
thus the secret key k .

In this section, we will present TMDTO attacks on all the constructions considered in this work. For simplicity, we
focus on the cost dimensions timeT and data D. These dimensions correspond to the queries made by an adversary,
where T corresponds to queries made to the underlying primitives, and D corresponds to queries made to the
construction function. Hence, focusing on T and D only will suffice to demonstrate that our bounds are tight.

3.1 The conventional TMDTO attack

The conventional TMDTO attack is due to Babbage [9] and Golić [10]. It is targeted against conventional stream
ciphers according to LSSK. Its goal is to recover an internal state from some observed keystream. An adversary
generates several internal states uniformly at random and computes a corresponding keystream prefix of at
least length ℓv. A collision of this keystream prefix with the observed keystream is highly likely due to a
collision in the corresponding internal states. We will now explain the basic attack.
(1) Generate a internal states si uniformly at random and compute a keystream prefix Zi of length ℓv for every

si. Store all ( )s Z,i i in an efficiently searchable data structure, indexed by Zi.
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(2) Obtain b keystream prefixes Yj of length slightly larger than ℓv. This may be done by sliding a window of
length ℓv over a b-bit keystream.

(3) Search for a collision between Zi and Yj. Obtain si.
(4) Verify if si is the corresponding internal state by generating some more keystream bits and comparing

them to the observed ones.

If ℓ⋅ =a b 2 v, a collision is highly likely to occur due to the birthday paradox. For ℓ= = ∕
a b 2 2v , one obtains the

optimal point with regard to overall complexity, and hence, the security of the cipher is capped by a level of
ℓ ∕v 2 bits.

3.2 TMDTO attacks against CKEY

Mounting the attack in its original form over the entire (volatile + non-volatile) state would entail guessing the
key and is therefore moot. However, there exists a distinguishing attack that works in time ℓ ∕2 2v . Contrary to
the conventional TMDTO attack, it requires a chosen-IV attacker. The idea is that within a session, the IV
changes but the key does not. In other words, one can provoke a collision within the volatile internal state for
two IVs, as the non-volatile state remains fixed throughout the session.
(1) Generate an initial value ′x and obtain a keystream prefix ′Z of length a. Let ℓ ℓ′ > v. Slide an ℓ′ -bit window

over ′Z to obtain approximately a keystream blocks ′z
i
. Store ′z

i
in an efficiently searchable data struc-

ture � .
(2) For b initial values xi, obtain a keystream prefix Zi of length ℓ′ . Search for a collision in� . If a collision is

found for ℓ⋅ =a b 2 v, we are in the real world.

As the key remains fixed through the session, an internal state collision occurs if the volatile internal states
collide. Due to the birthday paradox, this occurs with high probability if ℓ⋅ =a b 2 v. The optimal point is

ℓ= = ∕
a b 2 2v . Note that this distinguishing attack only works for a chosen-IV attacker and does not allow for
the recovery of an internal state. In a world with truly random outputs, one would obtain a keystream collision
of length ℓ′ after generating and observing ℓ ℓ= = >′∕ ∕

a b 2 2
2 2v blocks.

3.3 TMDTO attacks against CIV

For CIV, an attacker can perform the original TMDTO attack on the entire internal state. This will yield the
tradeoff curve ℓ ℓ ℓ⋅ = = +

D T 2 2s v nv, i.e. the optimal point is at ℓ= = ∕
D T 2 2s . Also, note that the maximum

amount of data that can be obtained is ℓ ℓ⋅ 2p
IV. The alternative is to exploit the structure of the cipher and

obtain an attack with better complexity:
(1) Obtain a keystream packets p

i
of length ℓp. Each packet contains approximately ℓp windowsW

i

j of length ℓs.

Store W
i

j in an efficiently searchable data structure. Note that the data complexity is ℓ= ⋅D a p.
(2) For each packet p

i
with initial value xi, generate b random volatile internal states sj and compute their

corresponding keystream prefix Z
j

i of length ℓs. Search for a collision between Z
j

i andW
i

j . Note that the time
complexity is = ⋅T a b.

A collision in the volatile internal state is likely if ℓ ℓ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ =D b a b 2p
v. In particular, we obtain that the time

complexity of this attack is ℓℓ= ∕T 2 p
v . Note that T does not depend on the amount of keystream packets

observed.
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3.4 TMDTO attacks against CIVK

Similar to CIV, one can apply both attack types to CIVK. The first one remains unchanged. The second one
needs to account for the key prefix and guess the corresponding key prefix in step 2.
(1) Obtain a keystream packets p

i
of length ℓp. Each packet contains approximately ℓp windowsW

i

j of length ℓs.

Store W
i

j in an efficiently searchable data structure. Note that the data complexity is ℓ= ⋅D a p.
(2) For each packet p

i
with initial value xi, generate b pairs of key prefixes and random volatile internal states

( )k s, j

pre and compute their corresponding keystream prefix Z
j

i of length ℓs. Search for a collision between

Z
j

i and W
i

j . Note that the time complexity is = ⋅T a b.

A collision in the volatile internal state is likely if ℓ ℓ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ =D b a b 2p
v. Further, one needs to consider that the

key prefix guesses are correct with a probability of ℓ
−
p

1, i.e., ℓ ℓ ℓ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =−
a b 2p p

1
v. This yields a total time

complexity of the attack of ℓ=T 2 v. Note thatT does not depend on the amount of keystream packets observed.

Remark. Note that for CIV and CIVK, assuming a chosen-IV attacker, all ℓ⋅ =a b 2 v keystream packets can be
precomputed and need to be stored in an efficiently searchable data structure, i.e., a binary tree. This will
require a time complexity of ℓ2 v in the offline phase and a space (memory) complexity of ℓ2 v. The online phase,
when observing a keystream packet, will then have a time complexity of ℓℓ( ) =log 2

2 v
v to search for the

collision on the previously computed keystream packets. While the online time complexity is significantly
reduced, there is an excessive amount of precomputation time necessary, and the space complexity in the
online phase is ℓ2 v. Even if a time complexity of ℓ2 v were not excessive, a space complexity of ℓ2 v may very
well be.

4 Proof preliminaries

In the following, we will present the preliminaries, notation, and ROM necessary for the proof of security.
In this section, we will stick with the generic ⟨ ∣ ⟩a b notation, where a describes the non-volatile part of the

cipher and b describes the volatile part of the cipher. This will suffice for describing the model and keep the
notation simple in this section. In the proofs of the respective constructions, we will give detailed information
about the internal state, queries, and transcripts.

4.1 Random oracle model

An adversary will be interacting with a set of three oracles in one of two worlds: the real world or the ideal
world. There will be an oracle P for the mixing function, an oracle F for the output function, and an oracle E

for the construction function.1 E is defined differently in either world. The adversary can query the oracles
with the inputs of the respective functions, and it will receive answers from the oracle. These query-answer
pairs are collected by the adversary in a transcript τ . Finally, the adversary has to output a decision bit.

The P- and F -oracles will answer their queries using ideal randomized primitives in either world. The
P-oracle will use a random permutation P (for CIV and CIVK: multiple random permutations as described
later), and the F -oracle will use a random function F. In the real world, the E-oracle uses P and F as underlying
building blocks. In the ideal world, the E-oracle will have access to another independent random function E.
By assuming the underlying building blocks to be ideal, one can abstract from possible weaknesses in the



1 π is publicly known and hence no oracle is needed.
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mixing function and the output function that an implementation may have and show that the scheme, the
interaction of those building blocks, is secure. This will not prove an instantiation to be secure but provide a
plausible justification for the structure of a cipher built upon the respective construction.

In the ideal world, E, corresponding to the encryption function, will sample the output bits uniformly at
random from { }0, 1 . We will show that the adversary cannot distinguish the ideal world from the real world in
this scenario. In particular, this will show that the keystream generated by the “real” encryption function is
indistinguishable from a truly random bitstream.

4.1.1 The distinguishing game

In the beginning of the adversary’s interaction with the oracles, a key �←k

$

will be sampled uniformly at
random from the key space � . Next, the adversary poses its questions to the P-, F -, and E-oracles with the
additional limit of at most ℓp E-queries per IV x .2 All of the query-answer pairs will be collected in the
corresponding τP, τF , and τE transcripts. When the adversary is finished with its interaction with the oracles,
it is given the secret key k , as well as the transcript τα, which contains the intermediate values corresponding to
internal states generated during an E-query and will be defined more explicitly later. Based on the transcript

( )=τ τ τ τ τ k, , , ,P E F α , the adversary has to make its decision whether it was interacting with the real world or
the ideal world and output a decision bit. If the adversary’s guess is correct, it wins the game. Our task is to
upper bound the adversary’s success probability.

4.1.2 Oracle queries

The adversary will be given access to the P-, F -, and E-oracles that correspond to the mixing function, output
function, and construction function, respectively. For clarity, in the beginning of the proof of each construc-
tion, we provide a table that describes the structure of the inputs and outputs of the respective queries, as
chosen by the adversary. We will then explain how the oracles are implemented. Note that we index the query
variables with the query type, i.e., ⟨ ∣ ⟩a bP P denotes a P-query where aP and bP are chosen by the adversary.
(1) P-oracle: The P-oracle that corresponds to the mixing function will be implemented using random per-

mutations. Note that the mixing function p keeps the non-volatile internal state unchanged and only the
volatile internal state gets permuted. Hence, for every �∈a nv, the volatile internal state �∈b v is
permuted using an independent random permutation � �→P :a v v. For each Pa, we will use lazy sampling:
as the first P-query ⟨ ∣ ⟩a bP P arrives, the oracle will sample the answer uniformly at random from all ℓ2 v

possible answers. As the second P-query arrives, the oracle will sample the answer uniformly at random
from all ℓ −2 1v remaining possible answers, and so on. The permutation P is defined as follows:

� � � � ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ( )⟩× → × ↦a b a bP P: , .P P P a Pnv v nv v P

The adversary may query the P-oracle in either the forward or the backward direction. That is, the
adversary gets oracle access to P as well as −P 1.

(2) F-oracle: The F -oracle that corresponds to the output function will be implemented using a random
function � � { }× →F : 0, 1nv v . Only queries in the forward direction are allowed. We again use lazy
sampling; as an F -query arrives, the output is sampled uniformly at random from { }0, 1 .

(3) E-oracle: The E-oracle is defined differently in the real world and in the ideal world: In the real world, it is
defined similarly to the construction function e and implicitly uses the secret key k , the random permuta-
tion P, the state update function π , and the random function F:

�� { ℓ } { } ( ) ( ( ( ( ))))× − → ↦x r π k xE F P: 0, …, 1 0, 1 , , load ,E E

r

Ep
E



2 Note that the key remains fixed throughout the game, so only the IV is changed.
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In the ideal world, �� { ℓ } { }× − →E : 0, …, 1 0, 1p is a random function with outputs sampled uni-
formly at random from { }0, 1 .

We will assume that the adversary does not make redundant queries, i.e. the adversary will not query for a
value that has been queried before. As redundant queries yield no additional information, this assumption
does not lower the adversary’s distinguishing advantage.

4.1.3 Transcripts

All of the adversary’s queries to the oracles and the corresponding answers will be collected in a transcript τ .
In particular, we will keep separate transcripts τP, τF , and τE for each of the corresponding oracles P, F , and E ,
respectively, defined as follows:

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ( ) }

≔ -
≔ -
≔ -

τ a b y a b P a y

τ a b z a b F z

τ x r z x r E z

, , is a query and its answer.

, , is an query and its answer.

, , , is an query and its answer.

P P P P P P P P

F F F F F F F

E E E E E E E

The transcripts mentioned earlier are visible to the adversary as it makes its queries to the oracles. Once the
adversary’s interaction with the oracles is finished, it will additionally be given the secret key k and the
transcript τα defined as follows:

{( ) ( ) ( ) }≔ - -τ x r α α x r E α α α, , , , is an query and , its values .α E E E E

r

E E E E

r

The α-values for each E-query ( )x r,E E are defined as follows:

( ( )) ( ( ( )))≔ ≔α P k x α π P k xload , and load , .E E E

r r

E

E
E

The α-values correspond to the internal states that are generated during an E-query. αE represents the initial
state, and α

E

r
E represents the internal state that is the input to the output function F after rE state updates on the

initial state. We will also sample these values in the ideal world, even though the construction function E does
not depend on these.

The full transcript can be written as a 5-tuple ( )=τ τ τ τ τ k, , , ,P E F α .

4.1.4 H-coefficient technique

To prove the security of the four constructions, we will use the H-coefficients technique. In this section, we
wish to give an overview of the H-coefficients technique [22]. This overview is based on the popular tutorial by
Chen and Steinberger [16].

The setting is that of an information-theoretic adversary A that asks q queries to one of two sets of oracles.
These two sets of oracles correspond to two “worlds”: the real world and the ideal world. The task of the
distinguisher is to determine with which world it is interacting, i.e. to distinguish.

Typically, the oracles correspond to the building blocks of the cryptosystem under consideration. Further,
there is an oracle for the construction function that is often the only difference between the two worlds. In the
real world, the construction function is composed of the oracles of the underlying building blocks and mimics
their interaction in the cryptosystem. In the ideal world, it is independent of the other oracles and corresponds
to the primitive we want to show our cryptosystem to be indistinguishable from. In the case of block ciphers,
this would be a random permutation; for stream ciphers, a random bitstream; for MACs, a random function.

The interaction of the distinguisher with the oracles is recorded in a transcript τ . The transcript τ contains
all the query-answer pairs of the interaction with the oracle. Without loss of generality, the adversary A is
assumed to be deterministic and makes its final decision as a deterministic function of the transcript obtained.

The probability of obtaining a transcript is different in the two worlds. Let Θreal and Θideal denote the
distribution of transcripts in the real and the ideal world, respectively. We call a transcript τ attainable if
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[ ]= >τPr Θ 0ideal . Let	 denote the set of all attainable transcripts, and let	 + denote all the transcripts 	∈τ

where [ ] [ ]= > =τ τPr Θ Pr Θideal real . A’s distinguishing advantage is upper bounded by the statistical distance:
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Some transcripts are better than others. The ratio [ ] [ ]= ∕ =τ τPr Θ Pr Θreal ideal may be small (bad) for some
transcripts and close to 1 (good) for other transcripts. A typical proof partitions the set of attainable transcripts
	 into a set of good transcripts 	good and a set of bad transcripts 	bad, i.e. 	 	 	= ⊔good bad. A central idea of
this method is that most transcripts are equally likely in both worlds, i.e. their ratio is close to 1, and the bad
ones only occur with negligible probability. We will define values δ and ε to upper bound the probability of a
bad transcript occurring and to lower bound the ratio of the good transcripts, respectively. Define [ ]∈δ 0, 1

such that

	

[ ]∑ = ≤
∈

τ δPr Θ

τ

real

bad

and define [ ]∈ε 0, 1 such that for all 	∈τ good:

[ ]

[ ]

=
=

≥ −
τ

τ

ε

Pr Θ

Pr Θ
1 .

real

ideal

We then find A’s distinguishing advantage to be upper bounded by:

	 	

( ) [ ] [ ]∑ ∑≤ = + = ⋅ ≤ +
∈ ∈

τ τ ε δ εΔ Θ , Θ Pr Θ Pr Θ .

τ τ
A

ideal real ideal ideal

bad good

Lemma 4.1 summarizes the above and states the fundamental lemma of the H-coefficients technique.

Lemma 4.1. (H-coefficients technique) Assume the set of attainable transcripts can be partitioned into two
disjoint sets	good and	bad. Further, assume that there exist [ ]∈δ ε, 0, 1 such that for any transcript 	∈τ good, it
holds that:

	[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
∈ ≤

=
=

≥ −δ and

τ

τ

εPr Θ
Pr Θ

Pr Θ
1 .ideal bad

real

ideal

Then for all adversaries A, we have that the distinguishing advantage satisfies

( ) ≤ +δ εΔ Θ , Θ .
A

ideal real

Remark. Note that we did not touch upon the topic of compatibility of transcripts as done by Chen and
Steinberger [16]. To clarify the concept, imagine an adversary that has queried a randomly drawn permutation
P through an oracle with input a and received ( )=b P a as a reply. All permutations ′P with ( )′ ≠P a b are
certainly in the probability space for this experiment, but they are incompatible with the transcript and in
particular with the query-answer pair ( )a b, . Any permutation ′P with ( )′ =P a b is a possible candidate for the
random draw P.

Chen and Steinberger explained compatibility more thoroughly to elaborate on how to compute the ratio
[ ] [ ]= ∕ =τ τPr Θ Pr Θreal ideal for the good transcripts. We skipped it as the good transcripts have a really nice

structure in our model, and thus we do not need the concept of compatibility in Section 9.
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Patarin [22] considers a keyed function Gk where the adversary has observed some ai and bi with
( ) =G a bi ik . H is a coefficient that denotes the number of keys that are compatible with ( ) =G a bi ik for all

{ }∈i m1, …, . Hence, the name “H-coefficients technique.”

4.1.5 The adversarial strategy

From an attacker’s point of view, the goal is to recover an internal state by obtaining a collision between an
observed keystream and a generated keystream. If the keystreams collide, there is a high probability that they
were generated from the same internal state. In particular, the same internal state always generates the same
keystream in the real world.

In our model, the adversary does not have to rely on observing collisions in the keystream as it is provided
the α-values at the end of the interaction. The α-values correspond to the internal states of the respective
output bit. Hence, the adversary’s goal will be to obtain a collision between the α-values and the inputs of the
F -queries.

If there occurs a collision between an α-value (corresponding to an E-query) and an F -query, the corre-
sponding outputs of the E-query and the F -query will always be identical in the real world, as E internally uses
P, π , and F. In the ideal world, however, E is another random function independent of P, π , and F, and hence,
colliding α-values and F -query inputs only lead to the same output bit with a probability of 1

2
. This will be used

as a distinguishing, i.e., bad, event. In general, there are two ways to obtain such a collision: (1) guessing an
internal state corresponding to the α-values and (2) guessing the secret key k and deriving the α-value from a
P-query.

Further, for LSSK and CKEY, there may occur internal state collisions between two distinct (i.e. with
different IVs) E-queries. In the ideal world, the output bits may be different even though the α-values collide.
For CIV and CIVK, an α-value collision between two distinct E-queries may not occur as distinct IVs imply
distinct α-values.

4.1.6 Structure of the analysis

Using the H-coefficients technique, the bounds in all of our proofs will ultimately only be determined by δ, as
we will show that [ ] [ ]= = =τ τPr Θ Pr Θreal ideal , and thus, =ε 0. Hence, for a good transcript, the real and the
ideal world are indistinguishable, so the security bounds will consist only of the bad events’ probability. In
Sections 5–8, we will analyse and upper bound the probability of a bad event in the ideal world for each of the
four constructions. Once this has been done, the analysis of the good transcripts is identical for all construc-
tions and is presented in Section 9.

We chose this structure because the analyses in Sections 5–8 are quite similar, so it makes sense to group
them together. In addition, when analysing the good transcripts, it is necessary to know which specific bad
events have been excluded in order to perform a proper analysis and obtain a good bound for ε. If a bad event
were missed, it would appear in the good transcripts and lead to a poor bound for ε.

4.1.7 Query notation

When writing a query, we will use indexed letters like xP, kP, and y
P
to denote the adversary’s choice. These

need not be equal to an actual IV, key, or internal state. For example, kP denotes a key guess in a P-query by the
adversary and needs not be equal to the actual secret key k .
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5 Analysis of LSSK

We begin with the analysis of the conventional LSSK construction. All parts of the internal state are volatile,
i.e., the non-volatile part of the cipher is empty, respectively non-existent. Therefore, the state length ℓs is equal
to the volatile state length ℓv, i.e., ℓ ℓ=s v. Further, LSSK does not define a packet length, and thus up to ℓ2 s

construction queries are possible per key-IV pair ( )k x, . The inputs and outputs of the queries to the respective
oracles can be found in Table 1. For an E-query ( )x r,E E , the α-values of LSSK are defined as follows:

( ) ( )≔ ≔α P x k α π α, and .E E E

r r

E

E
E

The four transcripts are defined in analogy to the oracle queries and α-values:

{( ) ( ) }

{( )∣ }

{( ) ( ) }

{( ) ( ) ( ) }

≔ -
≔ -
≔ -
≔ - -

τ x k y x k P y

τ y z y F z

τ x r z x r E z

τ x r α α x r E α α α

, , , is a query and its answer.

, is an query and its answer.

, , , is an query and its answer.

, , , , is an query and , its values.

P P P P P P P

F F F F F

E E E E E E E

α E E E E

r

E E E E

r
E E

From Lemma 4.1 (H-coefficients technique), Lemma 5.2 (bad events), and Theorem 9.1 (good transcripts), we
will obtain the following bound on the adversarial advantage for LSSK:

Corollary 5.1. For the LSSK construction as defined in Section 2.4, where the mixing function p and the output
function f are replaced with their ideal counterparts as defined in Section 4.1.2,we have that for all adversaries A

asking at most q queries, it holds that:

� �( )
ℓ ℓ

≤ +
−

q q

q

Δ ,
2

2

2
.

A
real ideal

2

k v

5.1 Overview of the bad events

We will define three distinguishing events for LSSK. The first bad event covers the adversary guessing an
internal state as input to the F -oracle that collides with an α-value (internal state) of an E-query. The second
bad event is similar to the first one in that the adversary is trying to create the same type of collision. This time,
however, the adversary guesses the key and tries to obtain the colliding internal state through a P-query (if the
key guess is correct). The third bad event differs. In LSSK, there may be α-value collisions between two
E-queries that allow for distinguishing.

In the real world, these collisions would imply identical outputs. In the ideal world, however, E is independent
of F , and thus, the collisions need not have identical outputs as a consequence. This is used for distinguishing.

5.2 Bad events

According to Section 4, we will define our first bad event. This event covers collisions between construction
queries and output function queries. This type of collision corresponds to a correct internal state guess.

Table 1: Inputs and outputs of oracle queries to LSSK

Query type Input Output

P ( )x k,P P
y

P

P
‒1 y

P
( )x k,P P

F y
F

{ }∈z 0, 1F

E ( )x r,E E { }∈z 0, 1E
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bad1: There exists an E -query ( )x r,E E and an F -query y
F
such that

=α y .
E

r

F

E

Note that ( )P x k,E , i.e., the α-value, is sampled at the end of the interaction.
The second bad event covers correct key guesses. Here, a correct key guess allows the adversary to obtain

a valid internal state for a given IV xP after asking the corresponding P-query.

bad2: There exist a P-query ( )x k,P P , an E -query ( )x r,P E , and an F -query ( ( ))π P x k,r

P P
E such that

=k k.P

In case of the LSSK construction, we also need to consider internal state collisions between two E-queries.
Generally, the internal states of two different E-queries can collide. In the ideal world, however, the outputs
can differ as E is modelled as a random function.

bad3: There exist two E -queries ( )x r,E E and ( )′ ′x r,
E E

, where ≠ ′x xE E
, such that

= ′
α α .

E

r

E

r
E E

Remark. Note that to successfully distinguish, the adversary further needs to observe ( ) ( )≠E x r F y,E E F
for

bad1, ( ) ( ( ))( )≠E x r F π P x k, ,P E

r

P P
E for bad2, and ( ) ( )≠ ′ ′E x r E x r, ,E E E E

for bad3. We omit these to simplify the
analysis of the good transcripts in Section 9.

5.3 Bounding the bad events

In this subsection, we will present an upper bound on the bad events introduced in Section 5.2. In particular,
we will show the following lemma:

Lemma 5.2. The probability of a bad event occurring for LSSK is upper bounded by:

	[ ]
ℓ ℓ

∈ ≤ +
−

q q

q

Pr Θ
2

2

2
.ideal bad

2

k v

Proof. Since we are in the ideal world, the answers to the E-, F -, and P-queries are independent of the secret
key k . For simplicity, we will sample the secret key k after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles. Also, we
will sample the values αE for each query after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles.
– bad2: We will first consider the event bad2. There are at most q P-queries with at most q distinct kP. The

secret key k is sampled independently at random with regard to the uniform distribution from the set
{ }ℓ0, 1 k. The probability of a collision with the secret key k can therefore be upper bounded by ℓ∕q 2 k, i.e. we
obtain:

[ ]
ℓ

≤
q

Pr bad
2

.2
k

– bad1: We will now consider the event bad1. Since we already bounded the probability for bad2, we will now
consider [ ∣ ]¬Pr bad bad1 2 . We decided to sample αE after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles. Further,
since we conditioned on ¬bad2, the corresponding values α

E

r for all E-queries ( )x r,E have not yet been sampled.
The amount of E- and F -queries, respectively, can trivially be upper bounded by q. Hence, the amount of
pairs can be upper bounded by q

2. As we sample the αE values at the end of the interaction uniformly at
random without replacement from { }ℓ0, 1 v, we can upper bound the collision probability by ℓ( )− −

q2 1v for
each pair. Thus, we obtain:
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[ ]
ℓ

≤
−

q

q

Pr bad
2

.1

2

v

– bad3: The total amount of distinct E-queries can be upper bounded by q. Fix some E-query ( )x r,E E and

consider the value α
E

r
E . Now consider a second E-query ( )′ ′x r,

E E
, where the corresponding value ′

α
E

r
E has not

yet been sampled. The probability that ( )′P x k,
E

maps to ( )− ′
π α

r

E

r
E E is upper bounded by ℓ( )− −

q2 1v . Over all q
2

pairs of E-queries, we obtain:

[ ]
ℓ

≤
−

q

q

Pr bad
2

.3

2

v

Lemma 5.2 follows from the union bound of the above individual bad events. □

6 Analysis of CKEY

Of the enhanced state ciphers, we will consider the CKEY construction first. Here, the non-volatile part of the
cipher consists only of the secret key k . Accordingly, the volatile loading state consists of the IV x only. CKEY
does not define a packet length, and thus up to ℓ2 v construction queries are possible per key-IV pair ( )k x, . The
inputs and outputs of the queries to the respective oracles can be found in Table 2. For an E-query ( )x r,E E , the
α-values of CKEY are defined as follows:

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ( )≔ ≔α P k x α π αand .E E E

r r

E

E
E

The four transcripts are defined in analogy to the oracle queries and α-values:

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ( ) }

{( ) ( ) ( ) }

≔ -
≔ -
≔ -
≔ - -

τ x k y k x P k y

τ k y z k y F z

τ x r z x r E z

τ x r α α x r E α α α

, , is a query and its answer.

, , is an query and its answer.

, , , is an query and its answer.

, , , , is an query and , its values.

P P P P P P P P

F F F F F F F

E E E E E E E

α E E E E

r

E E E E

r
E E

From Lemma 4.1 (H-coefficients technique), Lemma 6.2 (bad events), and Theorem 9.1 (good transcripts), we
will obtain the following bound on the adversarial advantage for CKEY:

Corollary 6.1. For the CKEY construction as defined in Section 2.4, where the mixing function p and the output
function f are replaced with their ideal counterparts as defined in Section 4.1.2,we have that for all adversaries A

asking at most q queries, it holds that:

� �( )
ℓ ℓ

≤ +
−

q q

q

Δ ,
2 2

.
A

real ideal

2

k v

6.1 Overview of the bad events

We will define two distinguishing events for CKEY. Essentially, the distinguishing events are the same as for
LSSK. One should note that for guessing an internal state, the adversary would have to guess the volatile

Table 2: Inputs and outputs of oracle queries to CKEY

Query type Input Output

P ⟨ ∣ ⟩k xP P ⟨ ∣ ⟩k yP P

P
‒1 ⟨ ∣ ⟩k yP P

⟨ ∣ ⟩k xP P

F ⟨ ∣ ⟩k yF F
{ }∈z 0, 1F

E ( )x r,E E { }∈z 0, 1E
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internal state as well as the non-volatile key correctly. Therefore, it makes more sense for an adversary to
guess the key and obtain the colliding internal state through a P-query. Hence, we only consider these as one
bad event, namely, correct key guesses. As is the case for LSSK, there may be α-value collisions between two
E-queries that allow for distinguishing.

In the real world, these collisions would imply identical outputs. In the ideal world, however, E is
independent of F , and thus, the collisions need not have identical outputs as a consequence. This is used
for distinguishing.

6.2 Bad events

The first distinguishing event covers a collision between a construction query and an output function query.
This corresponds to an adversary correctly guessing the internal state.

bad1: There exists an E -query ( )x r,E E and an F -query ⟨ ∣ ⟩k yF F
such that:

⟨ ∣ ⟩=α k y .
E

r

F F

E

Note that in case of the CKEY construction, a prerequisite to get a proper internal state collision, the
attacker needs to guess the key right. Here, we will cover all key guesses, i.e. also through P-queries, in the
relaxed variant of bad1:

bad2: There exists a P-query ⟨ ∣ ⟩k xP P or an F -query ⟨ ∣ ⟩k yF F
such that:

= =k k k kor .P F

Remark. Ultimately, the only way for the adversary to distinguish is to observe different outputs for identical
internal states. This can only happen in the ideal world. In the case of the CKEY construction, it is, in fact, easier
for the adversary to guess the key and then derive a corresponding internal state using a P-query than to guess
an internal state for an F -query, as this also involves guessing the key. We, therefore, ignore bad1 as it is
implied by bad2.

In the case of the CKEY construction, we also need to consider internal state collisions between two
E-queries. Colliding internal states between two different E-queries with different outputs give an adversary
a tool to distinguish.

bad3: There exist two E -queries ( )x r,E E and ( )′ ′x r,
E E

, where ≠ ′x xE E
such that:

= ′
α α .

E

r

E

r
E E

Remark. Note that to successfully distinguish, the adversary further needs to observe ( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩≠E x r F k y,E E F F
for

bad1, and ( ) ( )≠ ′ ′E x r E x r, ,E E E E
for bad3. We omit these to simplify the analysis of the good transcripts in

Section 9.

6.3 Bounding the bad events

In this subsection, we will present an upper bound on the bad events introduced in Section 6.2. In particular,
we will show the following lemma:

Lemma 6.2. The probability of a bad event occurring for CKEY is upper bounded by:

	[ ]
ℓ ℓ

∈ ≤ +
−

q q

q

Pr Θ
2 2

.ideal bad

2

k v
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Proof. Since we are in the ideal world, the answers to the E-, F -, and P-queries are independent of the secret
key k . For simplicity, we will sample the secret key k after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles. Also, we
will sample the values αE for each query after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles.
– bad2: We will first consider the event bad2. There are at most q queries with at most q distinct kP or kF . The

secret key k is sampled independently at random with regard to the uniform distribution from the set
{ }ℓ0, 1 k. The probability of a collision with the secret key k can therefore be upper bounded by:

[ ]
ℓ

≤
q

Pr bad
2

.2
k

– bad3: The total amount of distinct E-queries can be upper bounded by q. Fix some E-query ( )x r,E E and

consider the value α
E

r
E . Now consider a second E-query ( )′ ′x r,

E E
where the corresponding value ′

α
E

r
E has not yet

been sampled. The probability that ⟨ ∣ ⟩′P k x
E

maps to ( )− ′
π α

r

E

r
E E is upper bounded by ℓ( )− −

q2 1v . Over all q
2

pairs of E-queries, we obtain:

[ ]
ℓ

≤
−

q

q

Pr bad
2

.3

2

v

Lemma 6.2 follows from the union bound of the above individual bad events. □

7 Analysis of CIV

CIV uses the IV in the non-volatile part of the cipher, whereas the key is contained in the volatile part of the loading
state. A packet length is defined, and up to ℓp bits may be output per key-IV pair ( )k x, . The inputs and outputs of the
queries to the respective oracles can be found in Table 3. Theα-values for each E-query ( )x r,E E are defined as follows:

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)≔ ≔α P x k α π P x kand .E E E

r r

E

E
E

The four transcripts are defined in analogy to the oracle queries and α-values:

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ( ) }

{( ) ( ) ( ) }

≔ -
≔ -
≔ -
≔ - -

τ x k y x k P x y

τ x y z x y F z

τ x r z x r E z

τ x r α α x r E α α α

, , is a query and its answer.

, , is an query and its answer.

, , , is an query and its answer.

, , , , is an query and , its values.

P P P P P P P P

F F F F F F F

E E E E E E E

α E E E E

r

E E E E

r
E E

From Lemma 4.1 (H-coefficients technique), Lemma 7.2 (bad events), and Theorem 9.1 (good transcripts), we
will obtain the following bound on the adversarial advantage for CIV:

Corollary 7.1. For the CIV construction as defined in Section 2.4, where the mixing function p and the output
function f are replaced with their ideal counterparts as defined in Section 4.1.2, and up to ℓp adversarial queries
per IV ��∈x , we have that for all adversaries A asking at most q queries, it holds that:

� �( )
ℓ
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−
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Table 3: Inputs and outputs of the oracle queries to CIV

Query type Input Output

P ⟨ ∣ ⟩x kP P ⟨ ∣ ⟩x yP P

P
‒1 ⟨ ∣ ⟩x yP P

⟨ ∣ ⟩x kP P

F ⟨ ∣ ⟩x yF F
{ }∈z 0, 1F

E ( )x r,E E { }∈z 0, 1E
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7.1 Overview of the bad events

We will define two distinguishing events for CIV. Essentially, the distinguishing events are identical to the first
two of LSSK. One distinguishing event corresponds to guessing an internal state to provoke a collision, and the
other distinguishing event corresponds to guessing the secret key to then derive an internal state collision.

Internal state collisions between two E-queries cannot occur. As the IV x is part of the non-volatile internal
state, a collision between queries with different IVs is not possible. Collisions of internal states from queries
with the same IV are not possible as the state update function π is required to have a period larger than ℓp.

In the real world, these collisions would imply identical outputs. In the ideal world, however, E is
independent of F , and thus, the collisions need not have identical outputs as a consequence. This is used
for distinguishing.

7.2 Bad events

We have to identify bad events that will trivially allow to distinguish the real world from the ideal world.
There is only one way for the adversary to distinguish the real world from the ideal world: the adversary needs
to recover some internal state. If the outputs of the corresponding E- and F -queries differ, then we are in the
ideal world.

bad1: There exists an E -query ( )x r,E E and an F -query ⟨ ∣ ⟩x yF F
such that:

⟨ ∣ ⟩=α x y .
E

r

F F

E

Note that ⟨ ∣ ⟩P x kE is sampled at the end of the interaction.
We also define a bad event that covers key guesses. The adversary guesses a key, performs a P-query with

its guess, and uses the then obtained internal state to produce a collision between an E- and an F -query.

bad2: There exists a P-query ⟨ ∣ ⟩x kP P , an E -query ( )x r,P E , and an F -query ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)π P x k
r

P P
E such that:

=k k.P

Remark. Note that bad2 represents a special case of bad1. In particular, we have that:

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)= =P x k α π P x k αand .P P E

r

P P E

r
E

E

Ultimately, the correct key guess is used to acquire a valid internal state. That internal state is then used to
check whether the corresponding E- and F -queries differ, which then allows to distinguish. Yet, for simplicity,
we consider these as separate bad events. We will first bound the probability of bad2 and then derive a bound
for bad1 conditioned on bad2 not occurring.

Also note that to successfully distinguish, the adversary further needs to observe ( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩≠E x r F x y,E E F F
for

bad1, and ( ) ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)( )≠E x r F π P x k,P E

r

P P
E for bad2. We omit these to simplify the analysis of the good transcripts

in Section 9.

7.3 Bounding the bad events

In this subsection, we will present an upper bound on the bad events introduced in Section 7.2. In particular,
we will show the following lemma:

Lemma 7.2. The probability of a bad event occurring for CIV is upper bounded by:

	[ ]
ℓ

ℓ ℓ
∈ ≤ +

⋅
−

q q

q

Pr Θ
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.ideal bad
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k v
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Proof. Since we are in the ideal world, the answers to the E-, F -, and P-queries are independent of the secret
key k . For simplicity, we will sample the secret key k after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles. Also, we
will sample the values αE for each query after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles.
– bad2: We will first consider the event bad2. There are at most q P-queries with at most q distinct kP. The

secret key k is sampled independently at random with regard to the uniform distribution from the set
{ }ℓ0, 1 k. The probability of a collision with the secret key k can therefore be upper bounded by ℓ∕q 2 k. We
obtain:

[ ]
ℓ

≤
q

Pr bad
2

.2
k

– bad1: We will now consider the event bad1. Since we already bounded the probability for bad2, we will now
consider [ ∣ ]¬Pr bad bad1 2 . We decided to sample αE after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles.
Further, since we conditioned on ¬bad2, the corresponding α-values ⟨ ∣ ⟩P x kE for all E-queries ( )x r,E E

have not yet been sampled.
The amount of F -queries can trivially be upper bounded by q. Fix any F -query ⟨ ∣ ⟩x yF F

. Since the amount of
E-queries is bounded to ℓp queries per IV xE , there are at most ℓp α-values to collide with.
Fix some E-query ( )x r,E E where =x xE F . Consider the internal state ⟨ ∣ ⟩= −

ρ π x y
r

F F

E . The α-value ⟨ ∣ ⟩P x kE is
sampled after the F -query. As there are at most q queries, we obtain for a fixed E-query and a fixed F -query:

[ ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ] ( )ℓ= ≤ − −
P x k k ρ qPr , 2 .E

pre 1v

Over at most q F -queries and up to ℓp matching E-queries per F -query, we obtain:

[ ∣ ]
ℓ

ℓ
¬ ≤

⋅
−

q

q

Pr bad bad
2

.1 2

p

v

Lemma 7.2 follows from the union bound of the above individual bad events. □

8 Analysis of CIVK

CIVK uses the IV as well as a key prefix in the non-volatile part of the cipher, whereas the key is contained in
the volatile part of the loading state. A packet length is defined, and up to ℓp bits may be output per key-IV pair
( )k x, . The inputs and outputs of the queries to the respective oracles can be found in Table 4. The α-values for
each E-query ( )x r,E E are defined as follows:

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)≔ ≔α P x k k α π P x k k, and , .E E E

r r

E

pre preE
E

The four transcripts are defined in analogy to the oracle queries and α-values:

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩ }

{( ) ( ) }

{( ) ( ) ( ) }

≔ -
≔ -
≔ -
≔ - -

τ x k k y x k k P x k y

τ x k y z x k y F z

τ x r z x r E z

τ x r α α x r E α α α

, , , , is a query and , its answer.

, , , , is an query and its answer.

, , , is an query and its answer.

, , , , is an query and , its values.

P P P P P P P P P P P

F F F F F F F F F

E E E E E E E

α E E E E

r

E E E E

r

pre pre pre

pre pre

E E

Table 4: Inputs and outputs of the oracle queries to CIVK

Query type Input Output

P ⟨ ∣ ⟩x k k,P P P

pre
⟨ ∣ ⟩x k y,P P P

pre

P
‒1

⟨ ∣ ⟩x k y,P P P

pre
⟨ ∣ ⟩x k k,P P P

pre

F ⟨ ∣ ⟩x k y,F F F

pre
{ }∈z 0, 1F

E ( )x r,E E { }∈z 0, 1E
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From Lemma 4.1 (H-coefficients technique), Lemma 8.2 (bad events), and Theorem 9.1 (good transcripts), we
will obtain the following bound on the adversarial advantage for CIVK:

Corollary 8.1. For the CIVK construction as defined in Section 2.4, where the mixing function p and the output
function f are replaced with their ideal counterparts, as defined in Section 4.1.2, and up to ℓp adversarial queries
per IV ��∈x , we have that for all adversaries A asking at most q queries, it holds that:

� �( )
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≤ +
−

q q

q
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2 2

.
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real ideal
k v

Remark. Note that there is a minor glitch in the proof of CIVK in [14]. The bad events in [14] additionally
contain the condition that the outputs of the corresponding E- and F -queries differ. This means that the
α-values and the inputs to the F -queries may collide in the good transcripts if the corresponding outputs of
the E- and F -queries are identical. The consequence is that for the analysis of the good transcripts, one cannot
say that 
 �∩ = ∅. This glitch also occurred in the submitted version of this work.

By removing the condition in the bad events that the outputs of the E- and F -queries must differ, one can
say that
 �∩ = ∅. That makes the bounds in [14] worse by a factor of 2. As asymptotic security is considered,
this factor is negligible. Corollary 8.1 presents the corrected bound.

8.1 Overview of the bad events

Note that the IV x is chosen by the adversary. There are two strategies for the adversary to obtain a collision
between the α-values and an F -query input:
(1) Guess the key prefix k

pre as well as a volatile internal state y correctly and ask the corresponding
F -query ⟨ ∣ ⟩F x k y, pre .

(2) Guess the key k correctly, ask the corresponding P-query ⟨ ∣ ⟩P x k k, pre to obtain ⟨ ∣ ⟩x k y, pre , and ask the
corresponding F -query ⟨ ∣ ⟩F x k y, pre .

If the outputs of the F -query and the output of the E-query corresponding to the colliding α-value differ, the
adversary surely is in the ideal world. We will introduce two bad events that correspond to the two strategies
mentioned earlier.

Remark. In either world, it is possible to choose k
P

pre and kP such that k
P

pre is not a prefix of kP. As the mixing
function is bijective, the corresponding internal state ⟨ ∣ ⟩x k y,P P P

pre will be invalid, i.e. it will not occur during
an actual encryption using CIVK. These states cannot be used to obtain a distinguishing event. We will ignore
queries of this type as they yield no advantage to the adversary.

8.2 Bad events

The two bad events are similar to the ones for the CIV construction presented in Section 7.2. The main difference
now is that we have to account for the key prefix. The first bad event covers an internal state collision.

bad1: There exists an E -query ( )x r,E E and an F -query ⟨ ∣ ⟩x k y,F F F

pre such that

⟨ ∣ ⟩=α x k y, .
E

r

F F

preE

The second bad event covers key guesses from which the adversary can obtain an internal state.
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bad2: There exists a P-query ⟨ ∣ ⟩x k k,P P P

pre , an E -query ( )x r,P E , and an F -query ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)π P x k k,r

P P P

pre
E such that:

( ) ( )=k k k k, , .
P P

pre pre

Remark. Note that bad2 represents a special case of bad1. In particular, we have that:

⟨ ∣ ⟩ ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)= =P x k k α π P x k k α, and , .P P P E

r

P P P E

rpre pre
E

E

Considering these as separate bad events will simplify our analysis.
Also note that to successfully distinguish, the adversary further needs to observe ( ) ⟨ ∣ ⟩≠E x r F x k y, ,E E F F

pre

for bad1, and ( ) ( ⟨ ∣ ⟩)( )≠E x r F π P x k k, ,P E

r

P P P

pre
E for bad2. We omit these to simplify the analysis of the good

transcripts in Section 9.

8.3 Bounding the bad events

In this subsection, we will present an upper bound on the bad events introduced in Section 8.2. In particular,
we will show the following lemma:

Lemma 8.2. The probability of a bad event occurring for CIVK is upper bounded by:

	[ ]
ℓ ℓ

∈ ≤ +
−

q q

q

Pr Θ
2 2

.ideal bad
k v

Proof. Since we are in the ideal world, the answers to the E-, F -, and P-queries are independent of the secret
key ( )k k,pre . For simplicity, we will sample the secret key ( )k k,pre after the adversary’s interaction with the
oracles. Also, we will sample the values αE for each query after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles.
– bad2: We will first consider the event bad2. There are at most q P-queries with at most q distinct ( )k k,

P P

pre .
The secret key ( )k k,pre is sampled independently at random with regard to the uniform distribution from
the set { }ℓ0, 1 k. The probability of a collision with the secret key ( )k k,pre can therefore be upper bounded by

ℓ∕q 2 k. We obtain:

[ ]
ℓ

≤
q

Pr bad
2

.2
k

– bad1: We will now consider the event bad1. Since we already bounded the probability for bad2, we will now
consider [ ∣ ]¬Pr bad bad1 2 . We decided to sample αE after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles.
By conditioning on ¬bad2, we know that for all ��∈x no value ⟨ ∣ ⟩P x k k, pre has yet been sampled. This
applies since there was no adversarial P-query with the correct key. This implies, as we sample the α-values
after the adversary’s interaction with the oracle, no α-value has yet been sampled.
To obtain a collision between an F -query and an α-value, three conditions need to apply:
(1) The key prefix k

pre needs to be guessed correctly.
(2) The F -query and the E-query, respectively the α-value, need to utilize the same IV x .
(3) A collision in the volatile state needs to occur.

We will individually bound the three conditions above. Fix any F-query, ⟨ ∣ ⟩F x k y,F F F

pre .
(1) As we sample the key k after the adversary’s interaction with the oracles, a key prefix collision occurs

with a probability of: [ ] ℓ= = −
k kPr .

F

pre pre
p

1

(2) There are at most ℓp E-queries, respectively α-values, to collide with, as the E-queries are limited to ℓp

queries per IV ��∈x .
(3) Fix some E-query ( )x r,E E , where =x xE F . Consider the internal state ⟨ ∣ ⟩= −

ρ π x k y,r

F F

preE . The value
⟨ ∣ ⟩=α P x k k,E E

pre is sampled after the F -query. As there are at most q queries, we obtain:
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[ ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ] ℓ( )= ≤ − −
P x k k ρ qPr , 2 .E

pre 1v

Note that there could be P-queries utilizing xE and k
pre with ≠k kP , and therefore, we need to upper bound the

amount of queries above by q. We obtain that the probability of a single fixed F -query to collide with an
α-value is upper bounded by:

[ ] ℓ [ ⟨ ∣ ⟩ ]
ℓ

ℓ

ℓ ℓ
= ⋅ ⋅ = = ⋅

−
=

−
k k P x k k ρ

q q

Pr Pr ,
1

2

1

2
.

F E

pre pre
p

pre

p

p

v v

Summing up over at most q F -queries, we obtain:

[ ∣ ]
ℓ

¬ ≤
−

q

q

Pr bad bad
2

.1 2
v

Lemma 8.2 follows from the union bound of the above individual bad events. □

9 Good transcripts

We have upper bounded probability of the occurrence of a distinguishing event in the ideal world in the
previous four sections. In this section, we will show that in the absence of a distinguishing event, the ideal
construction is indistinguishable from the real construction:

Theorem 9.1. For any good transcript 	∈τ good, it holds that

[ ] [ ]= = =τ τPr Θ Pr Θ .real ideal

Proof. In either world, the permutation P and the secret key k are sampled uniformly at random, and there-
fore, they are trivially indistinguishable.

As the random function F is not sampled by E-queries in the ideal world, we still need to argue about the
answers to the E- and the F -queries. We define 
 to be the multiset of all α

r-values, and � as the set of all
F -query inputs that are contained in the transcript τ . Formally, 
 is defined as:


 { ( ( ( )))∣( ) }≔ -π P x k x r Eload , , is an query .r

Remember that, in the ideal world, the output of E is sampled independently of the α-values. Consider two
E-queries ( ) ( )≠ ′ ′x r x r, , with colliding α

r-values. E-queries with colliding α
r-values correspond to elements in


 with a multiplicity greater than 1 and thus:

[ ( ) ∣ ( ) ] [ ( ) ∣ ( ) ]= = ′ ′ = ≠ = ′ ′ = =E x r z E x r z E x r z E x r z1 Pr , , Pr , ,
1

2
.

real ideal

Wewill now argue why, for good transcripts, each element in
 has a multiplicity of 1, and thus,
 is a set. For
LSSK and CKEY, all values in
 have a multiplicity of 1, as we excluded collisions between two E-queries with
the bad event bad3 in Section 5.2 for LSSK and in Section 6.2 for CKEY. For CIV and CIVK, all values in
 have a
multiplicity of 1, as all states within a packet need to be distinct due to the requirement on the packet length to
have a period of at least ℓp. In addition, as the entire IV is part of the non-volatile internal state, states cannot
collide for two different IVs.3

As no collisions occur in the α
r-values, we can say that for all E-queries ( )x r, and their corresponding

α
r-values 
∈α

r , and for all { }∈z 0, 1 , we have:

[ ( ) ] [ ( ) ]= = =F α z E x r zPr Pr , .r

real ideal

Note that, in the real world, ( ) ( )=E x r F α, r .



3 For CIV and CIVK the multiplicity of 1 will also hold true in the bad transcripts.
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Collisions between E- and F -queries do not occur in the good transcripts, as these have been excluded in
the bad events bad1 and bad2. Hence, we know that 
 �∩ = ∅. In the ideal world, the random function F is
only evaluated on F -queries. In the real world, E-queries also evaluate F. Since
 �∩ = ∅, we know that for
all �∈y , the values ( )yF are “fresh” in the real world and have not been sampled through an E-query.
Obviously, the same applies in the ideal world as E-queries do not sample the random function F.

In particular, all random draws from 
 �∪ are independent and will output 0 or 1 with equal prob-
ability in either world. We can conclude that for all E-queries ( ) ∈x r τ, E and their corresponding α

r-values

∈α

r , for all �∈y , and for all { }′ ∈z z, 0, 1 :

[ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ( ) ]= = ′ = = = ′F α z F y z E x r z F y zPr , Pr , , .r

real ideal

Again, note that, in the real world, ( ) ( )=E x r F α, r . □

10 Conclusion

The presented bounds serve as a reference for the development of future stream cipher designs. In particular,
one can see that if a high resistance against distinguishing attacks is desired, the LSSK and CKEY constructions
will both need a larger volatile internal state. On the other hand, despite having a small volatile internal state,
CIV and CIVK can still offer significant protection against distinguishing attacks.
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